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Pastor Pat Holliday, Ph.D.

CLIMATEGATE - STOP OBAMA-GIVING AWAYAMERICA’S SOVEREIGNTY
KEEP THE Beacon OF FREEDOM BURNING - SAVE AMERICA

Global Warming Hoax, Planned in
1961
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvcuylMr
kXk
The Report from Iron Mountain is a book, published in
1967 (during the Johnson Administration)by Dial Press
that states that it is the report of a government panel. It
was not intended to be made public. Details and the
analyses and conclusions of a government panel
AL GORE AS NEW WORLD
that states that war, or a credible substitute for war,
GOD, OFFERS DEATH OR
LIFE TO THE WORLD
is necessary for governments to maintain power.
This is where the information came from, not the
On a page by itself, we find this
narrator. 1970s is when the report became popular
inside the front cover of Al
with conspiracy rings).
Gore’s latest climate fraud
promoting book:

THE Stench OF DESPERATION - FORCING
THROUGH TREATY OF FRAUD ~ COPENHAGEN
BY OBAMA-~ ENEMIES OF GOD AND HUMANITY
~ THE BEGINNING OF THE END . . .
“OUR CHOICE” a plan to solve the Climate Crisis
The cover of Nobel Laureate Al Gore's new book "Our
Choice: A Plan to Solve the Climate Crisis" was
intentionally doctored to exaggerate the appearance of
hurricanes in the northern hemisphere as well as reduce the
amount of ice present in the Arctic.
Maybe even more ominously, Florida was so diminished it's

“I’m offering you the choice of
life or death. You can choose
either blessings or curses. –
Deuteronomy Chapter 30, Verse
19 ~ Ryan Maue confirmed this
by phone moments ago, and sent
this picture. So Al Gore believes
he's offering the world a choice
between life and death. Maybe
they'll give him another Nobel
Peace Prize for such sentiments.
—Noel Sheppard is the Associate
Editor of News Busters. Follow
him LI
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almost totally gone.1
Jon Stewart GOT IT RIGHT WHEN HE WROTE, “Gore's attempt to scare the living

hell out of people for no reason....even, dare I say it...for his own financial and
political gain?2
GORE HECKLED CLIMATEGATE SPEECH
The protesters carried drums, bullhorns and posters. One read "Practice what you preach,"
accusing Gore of not living a green lifestyle. Another poster read "The masses follow the asses,"
depicting the protesters' opinion that Gore's message is not backed by scientific evidence.

Al Gore (Frazer Harrison, Getty Images / November 12, 2009)

WAR AGAINST POWERS OF DARKNESS
True Christians can bind and loose supernatural powers according to the
Bible. “Verily I say unto you, whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in
1

http://newsbusters.org/blogs/noel-sheppard/2009/11/19/al-gore-photoshops-hurricanes-new-books-

cover
2

Stewart November 19, 2009 - 16:10 ET by countmein5050
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heaven: and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven,” (Matt. 18:18). Christians can be
capable of freeing all areas from all influences of the
Devil’s power according to the Bible; nations, states,
cities, communities, geographical areas, churches,
families, individual members of family, relatives,
professions, vocations, businesses, finances; education,
physical and mental health. However, they must act upon
the Word and join forces with Jesus.

Albert Arnold "Al" Gore, Jr.
(born March 31, 1948) is the
former 45th Vice President of the
United States who served from
1993 to 2001 under President Bill
Clinton. He is currently an author,
businessperson, and American
environmental activist who starred
in the 2006 documentary An
Inconvenient Truth, which won an
Academy Award in 2007. Gore
also
wrote
the
book
An
Inconvenient Truth: The Planetary
Emergency of Global Warming
and What We Can Do About It,
which won a Grammy Award for
Best Spoken Word Album in
February 2009.[2]

CLIMATEGATE - STOP
PRESIDENT OBAMAGIVING AWAYAMERICA’S
SOVRIENITY
Photo: Al Gore, Norwegian US Embassy.

"This is the most dangerous crisis we've ever faced," Gore said of
climate change. He spoke over a chorus of boos from protesters,
who were monitored by at least a dozen uniformed city police
officers.”
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Many of the protesters were with the groups Collegians for a Constructive Tomorrow and South Florida
Tea Party, the latter of which feels that Gore's views will eventually lead to increased taxes and flawed
business legislation.
The protesters carried drums, bullhorns and posters. One read "Practice what you preach," accusing
Gore of not living a green lifestyle. Another poster read "The masses follow the asses," depicting the
3
protesters' opinion that Gore's message is not backed by scientific evidence.

Gore is Hacked and leaked documents
Unidentified persons allegedly hacked a server used by the Climatic Research Unit, posting
online copies of e-mails and
documents that they found.[5] The
incident is being investigated by
Norfolk police[17] and involved the
theft of more than 1,000 e-mails
and 3,000 other documents,[9]
consisting of 160 MB of data in
total.[12]
Judging from the data posted, the
hack was done either by an insider
or by someone inside the climate
community who was familiar with
the debate, said Robert Graham,
CEO with the consultancy Errata
Security. Whenever this type of
incident occurs, "80 percent of the
time it's an insider," Graham
said.[18]
The breach was first
discovered after someone hacked
the server of the RealClimate
website on 17 November and
[13]
uploaded a copy of the stolen files. According to Gavin Schmidt of RealClimate, "At around
6.20am (EST) Nov 17th, somebody hacked into the RC server from an IP address associated
with a computer somewhere in Turkey, disabled access from the legitimate users, and uploaded a
file FOIA.zip to our server."[19] A link to the file on the RealClimate server was posted from a
Russian IP address to the Climate Audit blog at 7.24 am (EST) with the comment "A miracle just
happened".[20] The hack was discovered by Schmidt only a couple of minutes after it had
occurred. He temporarily shut down the website and deleted the uploaded file.[21] RealClimate
notified the University of East Anglia of the incident.4
Climatic Research Unit. UEA logo. School of
Environmental Sciences Faculty of Science University of
East Anglia Norwich
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http://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/palm-beach/fl-al-gore-boca-20091114,0,5503886.story
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climatic_Research_Unit_e-mail_hacking_incident
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On 19 November the files were uploaded to a Russian server before being copied to numerous
locations across the Internet.[12] An anonymous statement accompanying the e-mails defended
the hacking, on the grounds that climate science is "too important to be kept under wraps" and
describing the material as "a random selection of correspondence, code, and documents."[6] The
stolen material was first publicized on 19 November on The Air Vent, a climate-sceptic blog.[13]

CONFESSIONS OF A HERETIC-FRAUDLENT LIAR
Will There Be a Movie This Time?
Al Gore has just announced a new book titled Our Choice that will be a kind of sequel to An
Inconvenient Truth. “An Inconvenient Truth reached millions of people with the message that the
climate crisis is threatening the future of human civilization and that it must and can be solved.
Now that the need for urgent action is even clearer with the alarming new findings of the last three
years, it is time for a comprehensive global plan that actually solves the climate crisis. Our Choice
5
will answer that call.”

EMMAUS, PA, and NEW YORK, NY, March 24, 2009--Today Vice President Gore announced
that his next book, Our Choice, will be published by Rodale in the US and by other publishers
internationally on November 3, 2009. Picking up where An Inconvenient Truth left off, Our
Choice utilizes Mr. Gore's forty years of experience as a student, policymaker, author,
filmmaker, entrepreneur and activist to comprehensively describe the real solutions to global
warming. A co-recipient of the Nobel Peace prize in 2007 for his environmental work, Mr. Gore
continues to make sense of the pressing issues we face and Our Choice will unquestionably
inspire and rally those ready to fight for solutions that were deemed impossible only a short time
ago.
Said Vice President Gore, "An Inconvenient Truth reached millions of people with the message
that the climate crisis is threatening the future of human civilization and that it must and can be
solved. Now that the need for urgent action is even clearer with the alarming new findings of the
last three years, it is time for a comprehensive global plan that actually solves the climate crisis.
Our Choice will answer that call."
Since the publication of the New York Times bestseller An Inconvenient Truth and the release of
the Academy Award® winning film of the same title, Mr. Gore has led more than thirty
"Solutions Summits" with top scientists, engineers and policy experts to examine every solution
to the climate crisis in depth and detail. Our Choice draws on conclusions developed through
those summits as well as on extensive independent research, describing how the bold choices
necessary to save the earth's climate should also be the foundations of policies worldwide to
create new jobs and stimulate sustainable economic progress.
As they did with An Inconvenient Truth, former Vice President Gore and Mrs. Tipper Gore will
donate 100% of the proceeds of the book to the Alliance for Climate Protection, a non-profit,
non-partisan group dedicated to spreading awareness about the climate crisis and how to solve it.
5

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/03/al-gore-new-book-our-choice-global-warming-climatecrisis.php
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Our Choice will feature 100% recycled paper, locally produced and sourced editions, low VOC
inks, and will be carbon neutral.
"Rodale is honored to continue our relationship with Vice President Al Gore," said Rodale Inc.
President and CEO Steven Pleshette Murphy. "We were proud to publish An Inconvenient Truth
and very much look forward to bringing Our Choice to the growing audience of committed
citizens who are seeking solutions to the climate change crisis. In the spirit of our longtime
mission, we are dedicated to creating the greatest possible platform for Vice President Gore's
work and message."6

Climategate: the final nail in the coffin of 'Anthropogenic
Global Warming'?
If you own any shares in alternative
energy companies I should start dumping
them NOW. The conspiracy behind the
Anthropogenic Global Warming myth
(aka AGW; aka ManBearPig) has been
suddenly, brutally and quite deliciously
exposed after a hacker broke into the
computers at the University of East
Anglia’s Climate Research Unit (aka
CRU) and released 61 megabytes of
confidential files onto the internet. (Hat
tip: Watts Up With That)

CLIMATEGATE LIARS SHOULD GO
TO PRISON

When you read some of those files –
including 1079 emails and 72 documents
– you realize just why the boffins at CRU
might have preferred to keep them
confidential. As Andrew Bolt puts it, this
scandal could well be “the greatest in
modern science”. These alleged emails –
supposedly exchanged by some of the
most prominent scientists pushing AGW
theory – suggest:7

“ If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek
my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land.”-- 2 Chron. 7:14 KJV
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7

said Rodale Inc. President and CEO Steven Pleshette Murphy.

http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/jamesdelingpole/100017393/climategate-the-final-nail-in-the-coffinof-anthropogenic-g”””lobal-warming/
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NOT SO FAST…. WE STILL HAVE PRESIDENT OBABMA GOING TO THE
COPENHAGAN SUMMIT December 7, 8 2009.

Obama, Maurice Strong,

Al Gore key players cashing in on Chicago Climate Exchange8
March 30, 2009 — Stefan Fobes

Obama’s involvement in Chicago Climate Exchange–the rest of the
story9
Will their chosen puppet Savior rescue them?
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/CLIMA
TEGATE%20CARBON%20FOOTPRINT%20LEADS%20TO%20STEPS%20O
F%20THE%20WHITE%20HOUSE%201%2011-27-09.pdf
•

Lord Monckton: Shut Down The UN, Arrest Al Gore 28 Nov 2009 | 8:30
am Infowars

•

Paul Joseph Watson
Prison Planet.com
Saturday, November 28, 2009
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http://warofillusions.wordpress.com/2009/03/30/obama-maurice-strong-al-gore-key-players-cashing-inon-chicago-climate-exchange/
9

http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/CLIMATEGATE%20CARBON%20FOOTPRI
NT%20LEADS%20TO%20STEPS%20OF%20THE%20WHITE%20HOUSE%201%2011-27-09.pdf
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Appearing on The Alex Jones Show yesterday, Lord Christopher Monckton
went further than ever before in his vehement opposition to the elitists
running the climate change scam, calling for the UN to be shut down and for
fraudulent peddlers of global warming propaganda like Al Gore to be arrested
and criminally prosecuted.
Monckton said that those who are threatening to shut down economies,
bankrupt nations, and deepen the problems of the third world by
implementing draconian policies in the name of global warming should be
indicted, prosecuted and imprisoned “for a very long time”.
“The fraudsters and racketeers from Al Gore to the people at the University of
East Anglia who have been making their fortune at the expense of taxpayers
and the little guy,” should be criminally charged, said Monckton, in response
to the climategate scandal.
Even the Idol, Statue of Liberty is shamed

Revelation 12:12 “Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them.
Woe to the inhabiter's of the earth and of the sea, for the devil is come down
unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short
time.”
Isaiah 44:17 “And the residue thereof he maketh a god, even his graven image: he falleth
down unto it, and worshippeth it, and prayeth unto it, and saith, Deliver me; for thou art
my god.” KJV
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Lord Christopher Monckton goes on to say, “We the people have got to rise up
worldwide, found a party in every country which stands for freedom and make sure we
fight this bureaucratic communistic world government monster to a standstill – they
shall not pass,” he added.
Monckton said that the United Nations should be “closed down,” adding that he talked
to a senior UN ambassador in Canada who told him that he no longer saw any purpose
in the UN and it exists “only to enrich itself at the expense of the nations it claims to
serve, it’s time it was brought to an end.”
“We would all save billions if we shut down the UN and just about all of its hideous
bureaucracy,” said Monckton.10

See that you do not refuse Him who speaks. For if they did not
escape who refused Him who spoke on earth, much more shall we
not escape if we turn away from Him who speaks from heaven,
whose voice then shook the earth; but now He has promised, saying,
"Yet once more I shake not only the earth, but also heaven." Now
this, "Yet once more," indicates the removal of those things that are
being shaken, as of things that is made, that the things which cannot
be shaken may remain. Therefore, since we are receiving a kingdom
which cannot be shaken, let us have grace, by which we may serve
God acceptably with reverence and godly fear. For our God is a
consuming fire. Hebrews 12:25-29
See:
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/CLI
MATEGATE%20CARBON%20FOOTPRINT%20LEADS%20TO
%20STEPS%20OF%20THE%20WHITE%20HOUSE%201%201127-09.pdf

Pat Holliday, Ph.D. (katheryn2) on Twitter
Twitter is a free social messaging utility for staying connected in real-time ... Mind
Handlers Pat Holliday, Ph.D.demonology & deliverance plays mind control. ...
twitter.com/katheryn2 - Cached

•
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Paul Joseph Watson Prison Planet.com Saturday, November 28, 2009
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People get ready, Jesus is coming and Jesus is coming soon!
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